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i_' A study of crew appliances for advancedspacecraft ts being performedfor
NASAJSCby the BoeingAerospaceCompanyunderContract NAS9-13965. A
large numberof appliance conceptsfor the galley, personal hygiene,
housekeeping,andother areas havebeen Investigated for application to
_, the Shuttle Orbiter andHodular SpaceStation missions. Thts document
presents the backgroundto and results of trade studtes to detemtne the
_,ii optimumappliance systemsfor these two vehicles.
_: An t_dex ftle containing abstracts for 299 appliance-related documents
_ wasdevelopedduring the Initial literature search for this study. The
_!i original ftle wtll be delivered to and retained by NASA.
• Dueto the large volumeof ltbrar-, _'eferencesand appliance engineering ,
data usedfor the trade studtes, tt was necessaryto present the supporting
Information t_ the conceptreport tn separate appendicesas follows:
APPENDIXA - In this appendix, the completebibliography used for the
appliance study Is listed in three forms: numbered,alpha-
bettzed, and sorted by subject matter.
.APPENDIXB - This appendixcontains the supporting engineering data
used for all appliance conceptsconsideredfor Shuttle
Orbiter, including plotted and tabulated trade study
results for each appliance function. '
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APPENDIXC - This appendixcontainsthe supportingengineeringdata used
for all appliance concepts considered for Modular Space
Station,includingplottedand tabulatedtrade study results
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I.0 INJRODUCr19lj
_ A largenumberof crewapplianceconceptshave been studiedfor applicability
.f
to the ModularSpace Stationand ShuttleOrbiterspacecraft,and detailed
tradestudiesof the variousconceptswere conductedto choosethe optimum
appliancesystemsfor both vehicles. Due to the volumeof data used for
the appliancetrade studies,it was necessaryto presentthe supporting
informationto the conceptreportin separateappendices. In thisappendix
are includedall the engineeringdata collectedfor the appliancescon-
sideredfor ModularSpaceStation,as well as plottedand tabulatedtrade
study resultsfor each appliancefunction.
A crew appliancesystemorganizationchartwas constructed,FigureCI-I,
to thoroughlyand orderlyestablishan appliancesystem. The appliance
conceptsconsideredfor ModularSpace Stationwere categorizedwithin this
systemas listedin FigureCI-2. The engineeringdata and trade study
resultsfor the applianceconceptsevaluatedare presentedin this appendix
in the order given in FigureCI-2. All the appliancedata apply to a six-
man mission,with the baselinemissiongroundrules and assumptionsgiven
in FigureCI-3. Two basicmissionswere consideredfor Space Station:
(I) 180-daymission,and (2) 5-yearmissionwith 180-dayresupply.
The daily Space Stationtime scheduleis illustratedin FigllreCI-4.
The dataused for tradingalternateapplianceconceptsare presentedin
Section2 of thisappendix. The formatused in the date presentationis
as follows:
TOP SheetDescrlptlo3:This data sheetgives a descriptionof the appliance
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_ 1.0 (Continued)
A__lianceFunctionMatrix. This table lists the followingengineeringdata
used for tradingeach applianceconceptfor a given appliancefunction:
o Applianceusage time
o Fluid consumablesusage (e.g.,amountof air or water lostto space)
o Fluid interfacerequirements(typeof fluid,flow rate,temperature,
pressure)
o Thermalrequirementfor maximumheat leak to cabinatmosphereand
directlyto the coolantcircuit
o Averageand peak AC and DC electricalpower require_nt
o Appliancetotalweight/volumepenalty
o Developmentcost indicatorbased on state-of-the-artratingand
conceptcomplexity
o Total 180-dayresupplyweight for expendables
Tne thermal,electrical,weight,and volumerequirementslistedin the
tablerepresentthe total penaltiesassumedfor the applianceand used to
tradeagainstalternateconcepts. For example,theweight tabulatedfor
reusablewashclolhsFor partialbody washingincludesan appropriateweight
chargefor a clotheswasher and dryer assumedto clean the cloths. To see
the detaileditemizedbreakdownof each of thesepenalties,the data work-
_'_eets,describedlater,shouldbe consulted.
Al_._ter____a_t_.ApplianceConceptRatingPlots. In this figureis plottedthe
rating(basedon zerominimumand I00maximumpoints)for each appliance
't °,. CI-9
i975025G50-0i8
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1.0 (Continued)
concepttradedfor a particularappliancefunction. These plotswere
generatedby the TRADE computerprogramdescribedin the conceptreport.
Higherratingsindicatea more favorableconceFtbased on the penalties
consideredand the weightingfactorsassumed. Two curvesare given for
each case:one for a 180-daymission,and the otherfor a 5-yearmission
with 180-dayresupply.
ApplianceConceptSelectionMatrix. Four tablesare includedhere giving
the resultsof the computertrade and sensitivityanalysis. These tables
includethe following:
o Selectionmatrixfor a 180-daymission. This lists the weight,
power,volume,etc. ratingand the summedtotalpointsfor each
of the concepts. The totalpointsare adjustedproportionallyto
a scale of zeroto 100 maximumpointsto yield the final compara-
tive ratingfor each concept.
o Sensitivityanalysisfor a 180-daymission. This table lists the
comparativeratingfor eao_ applianceconceptassumingthe weighting
factorfor each trade parameter(e.g.,weight,power,volume,etc.)
is increasedor decreasedindividuallyby 50 percentwhile holding
all otherweightingfactorsconstant. Thus, the sensitivityof the
above trade to any singleweightingfactormay be seen,
o Selectionmatrixfor a 5-yearmissionwith 180-dayresupply. The






weightfor expendablesis addedas a trade function. The compara-
tiveratingsfor each conceptare tabulatedfor the 5-yearcase
in the same formatas was done for the 180-daycase.
o Sensitivityanalysisfor a 5-yearmissionwith 180-dayresupply.
This table correspondsexactlyto the tablefor the 180-daycase
describedpreviously,exceptthe added tradeparameterof resupply
weightis included.
ComponentReliability/Maintenance/SafetyList. This table itemizesthe
typesand numberof componentsused for each applianceconceptand the
numberof items consideredto be safetycritical. Each componentis
numberedto identifyit in the componentreliabilitylist given in Table
CI-1. This listitemizesthe reliabilitydata used for each component
in the computerselectiontrades.
Ap_plianceConceptDescription.Each conceptis describedverballyand a
drawingpresentedwhere available.











CONPONENT COMPONENT REFERENCE (XxlO-6)FAILURES/ REFERENCE (MTTR)
NUHBER DESCRIPTION NUNBER MILLIONHOURS NUNBER HRS/REPAIR
1 MOTOR 252 3.8 - O.5+. 2=. 7
2 PUMP 100 6.0 254 0.2+.25=.45
3 SOLENOIDVALVE 100 0.72 254 0.1+.2=.3
4 ACCUMULATOR 100 0.01 - 0.5+.2=.7
5 ACCUMULATOR/ 251 1.77 - 0.5+.4=.9
BLADDER
6 WATER SEPARATOR 100 1.20 254 0.2+.2=.4
7 TRANSMISSION 251 1.50 - 0.5+.I=.6
8 FLUIDICSWITCH 251 1.61 - 1.0+.1=1.1
9 FILTER 251 0.16 - 0.I+.2=.3
10 ELECTRICSWITCH 252 5.74 - 0.2+.I=.3
11 PRESSURE 100 2.94 254 0.1+.I=.2
REGULATOR
12 VALVE(GN2) 100 0.72 254 0.1+.2:.3
13 CONTROLLER 251 2.5 254 0.1+.3=.4
14 HIGHFREQUENCY - UNK - UNK
CONTROLLER
15 ELECTROACOUSTIC 252 86.2 254 0.I+.2=3
TRANSDUCER
16 HEAT EXCHANGER 251 0.23 254 0.2+.5=.7
17 HEATER-DC 251 1.0 - 0.2+.1=.3
18 BLOWER-AIR 251 10.89 254 0.2+.I=.3
19 CONTROLLER/ 251 2.5 254 0.1+.3=.4
TIMER
20 THERMALSTORAGE 251 0.23 - 0.2+.5=.7
UNIT (WAX)
21 DESICCANT 251 0.21 - 0.2+.5=.7
CANISTER
22 CHECKVALVE 251 0.312 - 0.1+.2=.3
23 MANUALVALVE 251 0.776 - 0.1+.2=.3
24 TEMPERATURE 251 7.183 - 0.1+.2=.3
CONTROLVALVE
25 RELIEFVALVE 251 0.312 - 0.1+.2-.3
26 RF GENERATOR UNK UNK
(MAGNETONTUBE)
27 ACTUATOR 252 .024 0.2+.5=.7
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IIAI_ITAb'ILITYSU[_SYSTEM 1.0 Food Ma_laoement
J APPI.IANCEFUr_CIiOIISCOrlSIDERLD
1.1.1 Ambient Food Storage
; , 1.1.2 Refrigerated Food Storage
, I.I.3 Frozen Food Storage




The food managementsubsystem supplies _II of the necessary functions for the
_torage and preparation of foods as well as the equiph_ent required for the
galley cleanup. Disposable dishes and utensils were considered as alternates
to cleanup equipment. The Lhree types of food storage were identified as
ambient (dry or liquid), refrigerated, and frozen. The requirements for the
food mix between these three categories are discussed later in this description.
Food preparation functions include rehydration of dry food and warming of
frozen food. No considerations were made for the preparation of food mixes
or cooking of food.
The cleanup equipment necessary to provide clean dishes and eating utensils
for each crewmemberfor each meal was determined by first identifying the
best mechanical cleaning systems and then comparing them against disposable
dishes and utensils.
A large variety of spacecraft foods are available for crew consumption. These
are typically divided into two major categories: wet (more than 5%moisture
content)and dry (lessthan 5% moisturecontent). The dry food is considered
to be shelfstableat ambienttemperatures.The wet food is dividedinto
threecategories: (I) shelf stableat ambienttemperature,(2) refrigerated,
and (3) frozen. Obviously,a largevariationin food mix could be chosenfrom
thesebasic types. The Apollowet/dryfood mix was 20/80. For Skylabit was
30/70. The crew requirementfor drinkingwater from the portablewater system
will varydependingon the amountof water in the food mix. Also, the vehicle
weight/volume/powerpenaltywill dependon the type of food storageused -
_mbient,refrigerated,and frozen. To do a detailedoptimizationof the food
systemwas beyondthe scope of this study. Many of the decisionsregarding
food typesdeper_on crew preferenceand psychologicalfactorsratherthan
strictweight/volume/pm_erpenalties. Consequently,it was decidedto per-
form all the tradesof food storageappliancesbased on the foodmix used for
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Total Food Size Food Size Per Unit
- WeightL Volume Number Weight I Volume
kg cum of kg I cumFoodT__ . (Ib) (cu ft) Units (Ib) (cu ft_....
Frozen 121 0.299 5 24.1 0.0598
(266) (I0.56) (53.2) (2.11) i
RefriBerated 24.1 0.0598 l 24.l 0.0598
(53.2) (2.11) (53.2) (2.11)
- , ,L,,
AmbientStorage 955. 2.60 II 87 0.236
(2106,) (91.7) (192.) (8.34)
These are the initiallaunchvaluesfor a planned420 man-days. These values
were multipliedby 1080/420to adjustfor the 1080man-daysfor Sp_ce Station
assumedin thisstudy. (NOTE:No contingencyis accountedfor in this ratio i
since the Skylabfoodweightsalreadyincludethe actualcontingencyused for
the Skylabmission.) The resultingsize requiredfor SpaceStationfoodstorage !
is shown in Table C2-2. The refrigeratorlockersizewas adjustedslightlyto
be the same size as the freezersand, at the same time,correspondto the Skylab |
refrigeratorsize.
TABLE C2-2
REQUIREDSPACE STATIONFOOD WEIGHTAND VOLUME
(INCLUDINGPACKAGINGAND RESTRAINT)FOR 1080MAN-DAYS
............ L _ • ..... .
Total rood Size Number Actual AssumedFood Size Per Unit
weight Volume of Number We'ght VolUmeSkylab ofkg cum kg cum
FoodType (lb) (cuft) Units UnitsRequired Assumed (Ib) (cuft)
,,. • |
Frozen 311. 0.769 12.87 13 23.9 0.0592
(685.) (27.16) (52.7) (2.09)
1Refrigerated 62. O.154 2.5? 3 23.9 0.0592
_) (137.)(5.43) (52.7) (2.09)
Ambtnent Storage 2459. 6.68 28.3 28 88. 0.239
(5420.) (236.) (194.) (8.43)
rg,
1975025650-024
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HABITABILITY SUBSYSTEH 1.O Food Management (Continued) -_-
A number of different refrigeration systems were discussed in the literature _
reviewed including dry ice, water sublimation, cryogenic storage, precooled
heat sink, vapor compression, space radiator, thermoelectric, and air-cycle
turbine/compressor. These concepts were all reviewed for mission of 84 to
2250 f_lan-days,and only two (space radiator and thermoelectric) were found to
be practical for space missions. Consequently, only the space radiator and
thermoelectric concepts were examined in this study; and also the air-cycle
turbine/compressorwas included for comparison since it represents a typical
commercial aircraft system. Other types of refrigeration systems are avail-
able, such as Stirling and Brayton cycles.
C2-3
1975025650-025
............... , _ i i _
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5_i (,IIABITABILITY,,BJYSTEI,I 1.0 Foodt.lanagement
IIABITABILITYr_,_,o_!Otl.,,,,.I.I FoodStorage
APPLIANCEFUI/CTi',,_ 1.1.1 Ambient Food St,._,' ....
D(..._.) 2NUV_EROF CO_ICEPTc COi_SI""_'_'
ASSUt_PTIONS
l
The ambientfoodstoragecapacityassu_nedi,:this studywas as follows(see
foodmanaqemer,tdescription):
Numberof units 28
Individualunit packagedfoodweight 88.0 kg 194 Ibs
Individualunit packagedfood volume 0.239 cu m 8.43 cu ft
Total packagedfoodweight 2459.0kg 5420 ]bs.
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HABIIAI_ILITYSUI;SYST[t.iFood l'lanaqg_entIIABITADILITYFU!ICTIO_Food Storage.... 1
APPI.INICEFU;,ICTIOIIAmbientFoodSforag.e
APPLI/_I',CECOIICEPTI_O,/TITLE__I/RigidContainer
INDEXI_0. i.I.1.] REF. llO. 177
DESCP,IPT1014
In this concept,ambientfood is containedin a rigidbox-likecontainer
with shelvesto retainthe food. A structuralweightof 26.3kg per kg
of food capacitywas used from Reference177. Volumewas estimatedon the basis
of each individualstoragelockerbeing cubicalin shapewith 5.08 cm (2.0inch)
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CO._CtPT_.2 ...:_L _-'.,.t :,.'_.,, INDEXNU_,_ER.
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_ k !: k c.£ r..Lc.A.k Po.w_kR R..E!_!Jk .R.L t4k,. t s- ,A C P OW E R DC P O W E R _._
CYCLE PEAK AVFRA(,E (WATT-HR/ (_AtT-HR/ 'PEAK AV[ RAGECYCLE) CYCLt)
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i OPERATIONAL PENALTIESTHERMAL ELECTRICAL WEIGHT VOLUME
_- ' HEATLEAK T') COOLANT
SOURCE (BTU/IIR/CYCLE) (BTU/HR/CYCLE) (PK WATTS/CYCLE) (LB/MISSION) (FT'/MISSION)
///,_, ....
I 0 ,o,,..........
WATTS/CYCLE WAI_S/CYCLE K''_/M I S$ I ON M_/MISSIO,'I
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._ SPACECRAFTSpace Stati on __
_,_ IIABITABILITY SU[;SYST[MManagement IIABITABILITY FUIICTIONFood Storacje
\
APPLIANCEFUNCTION Ambient Food Storage
APPLIANC[CONCEPTNO./TITLE 2/Flexible Container -,
INDEXNO. "I.I.1.2 REF. NO. 177
DESCRIPTION
In i_hisconcept,an elasticnettingmaterialis used to retainthe ambient
• foodwithinretractableguides. Structuralweight is assumed accordingto
' Reference177,to be I0 percentof the weightfor the rigidconcept. Volume
:, was estimate.ion the basisof each individualstoragelockerbeing cubicalin
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m IIABITAIIII.ITY SUBSYST[I.I 1.0 Food blanagement !
_''_ IIABITABILITY FUNCTION I.I Storage
i °APPLIANCEFUI,_CTION I.I.2 Refrigerated Storage
NUMBEROF COI_CEPTSCOtlSIDERED 3
ASSUI,IPTIOIIS: The Space Station refrigeration capacity assumed in this study
was as follows (see food managementdescription):
Numherof units: 3
Individualunit packagedfood weight 23.9 kg (52.7Ibs)
Individualunit packagedfood ,,olu:r.e 0.0592cu m (2.09cuft)
To_al packagedfoodweight 71.6 kg (158.Ibs)
Total packagedfood volume 0.177 cu m (6.27cuft)
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_" IIADT!A_,]LIIY SLII',SYS[I-M_Food_M_anj_._!_e.,,:e!Lt_..IIAI',ITAi,ILIIYFLIHCT]O;I FeodStora_9_-
API'IAr_CI: IUr:CTIOTi.... R_ofr!2_rat_e_LStoraqe
, , . )APPI.I/\_:C[CO,,LIII NO.ITITI.[ _]_/_!_aceRadiator
* ]NI)SXIIO. l.l.2.1 REF, IiO. 184, 255$
DESCR]PIIOI]. Thi_ concept is simply an insulated food storage box, with coolant
, from the spacecraft ECSradiators routed through tubing within the refrigerator
walls. This concept was used for the Skylab refrigerator, which had the following
size:
WEIGHT VOLUME
kg Ib cum cu ft
Food capacity(packagedand restrained) 24.1 53.2 0.0598 2.11 :
Total refrigerator(empty) 45.8 lOl 0.210 7.41
The Space Station refrigerators were sized proportional to the above Skylab
data based on the refrigerator food capacity. The wall insulation was 10.16 cm
(4.0 inch) thick. It was assumed that the radiator coolant would be of sufficiently
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INDEX NO. 1.1.3.2 P,FI. NO. 184,_17__Z_7 "
DFSCP,IPTIOrI: In this concept, the refrigerator has a self-contained cooling unit
operating on the thermoelectric principle. Direct electrical current is passed ,
through staged semi-conductor junctions arranged such that heat is removed at one
set of junctions (providing the cooling) and rejt:cted at the other. The refrigerator
engineering data used were taken from Referepce /B4 anJ 177, which were obtained
from catalogue data for commercial units. The reference weight and volume were
given separately for the refrigerator locker and the thermoelectric devices. To
keep the concepts on a common basis, the weight and volume of the locker were
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"(,' I, °DI..,CI,I "rIO;I In this concept, air is alternately compressed and expanded in a ,
closed refrigeration cycle, lhis concept _,_asinLluded for comparison since it
represents a typical commercial aircraft system. In an aircraft, rar_air is used i
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HABIFA[IIt.ITYSUBSYSTEM 1.0 Food Mono(jQiflnnt
HABITABILITY FUNCTION l.l Stor____91C.
APPLIAICCEFUNCTIOI_ 1.1.3 Frozen Storaqe
NUr.lbLROF COI'ICEPTSCONSIDERED 3
(
ASSUHPTIONS : The Space St:_tionfreezer capacity assu,_edin this study was as
follows (see food managemenL description):
[ Number of units: 13
I Individual unit packaged food weight 23.9 kg (52.7 Ibs)
IndividL::_l unit packaged food volume 0.G592 cu m (2.09 cu. ft) !
i Total packaged food weight 311. kg (685 Ibs) ;
Total packaged food volume 0.770 cu m (27.2 cu. ft)
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APPI. '""' -.........]j ......t_ (:O_;CLI"[ tlO./TliLE l/Spacr: Radiatol
t.
INUEX I;0. 1.1.3.1 _. REI-. H0.__..]84;_25_5 ..........................
DESCI'.II'F]O:I : This concept is simply an insulated food storafle box, with coolant
from the spacecraft ECS radiators r3uted throuqh tubinfi within the free.'.r walls.
This concept was used for the five Skylab food freezers, each of which had the
following size:
WEIGHT VOLG,IE
k---_..... i_ _Gm cu f t
Food capacity (packaged and restrained) 24.1 53.2 0.0598 2.11
Total Freezer (empty) 45.8 I01 0.210 7.41
The S..ace Station freezers were sized proportional to the above Skylab data
base(] on th freezer food capacity. The wal] insulation was 10.16 cm (4.0 inch)
thick. It was assumed that the radiator coolant would be of sufficiently low
temperature for the concept to be feasible.
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ASSU>?_;TI O_lS
Since current planning in the spacecraft food systc_:_ area does not include
a require_,_ent for cooking, the concepts considered in this section apply to
food warming only and not cooking. In Referen_.e 184, it is reco:.:ended,
for planning purposes, to size ovens based on 80 percent of the maximuH
allotted frozen food per man-day. Based on the Skylab food mix which was
assumed in this study (which contair, ed approxi['_ate]y 45.5 kg [I00 Ibs] of
frozen food for 420 planned man-days), Lhis would result in a wari::in(_ unit
sized for 0.109 kg (0.24 lhs) per re,an. This value is obviously low, due to
the relalively short supply of frozen Food in Skylab. Therefore, the design
value of 0.385 kg (0.8472 Ibs) and 0.00480 cu m (0.1696 cuft) of food per
man (References 184, 276) was assumed throughout this study to size the
ovens. For Spac.,.' Station, the oven food capacity was therefore 2.31 kg
(5.1 Ibs) and .0289 cu m (1.02 cu ft).Three meal w,_rmings per 24 hours were
assumed per man.
The detailed engineering data for Space Station food warming concepls were
derived directly from the data used for the Shuttle concepts in Appendix B
The Shultle warnlinu roncepts were based on a four-man crew; whereas, Space
Station was ba,sed on six men. Therefore, all the Space Station weight/volume/
power/thermal data were assumed to be 6/4 times the corresponding Shuttle
data. This method of adjusting linearly for crew size was .used in Reference
276 and was felt to be adequate for this effort. To compare the food wanning
concepts on a co:,Irlon basis, the weight and volume of each food concept includes
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"INDFXliO. 1.2.?.] REF. IIO. 2qf,,27(_
i
DESCRIPTI0fi: In LI_I_cnli:.(-!)L,(,,_irl',ulatc.dfc,ed Lr_;v,,iththr_;her'.tinqc,_'.'itie',
surr,,undcd by 1_,,,__,,t,,,,1" el(,cLrical _,'%;st,_L,'- '_r'(_tJrr'! c:l,,"'."_i.q i U'-,_:(J. [hi '
cr_.(.,,T;t',.'asus_.dorl .,_..'l,h,_ir_¢]Li,(,'(LtJ_.lL',i,,h"ei-hL/','o1_:./po,.'(.rd,,ta_.'_,r,,
a.,,t,.,__ '""d. A huafi,_!;. Li':e of 1'. to ? hour", is r_;',_i;._,d, to v:ar,'l tl_¢, food. Twn
hour'_ '.;,_s LSC.'Jfor co',_[,uti_,'_ t',,(-r,;;,1 t;un,..ltie_ to t',< cE,;in coolin.q circuit.
•Each SkylJbheo,tinqtrayv_'::i',h(,;',1.0.9_q (24 lh). I,._..,'_.,,.,_,,of thi' total
_.,eicl!_t,2.7 Lg (6 l!_);.:asa _,t,,inl,,,,s[ l.cell,raL',.;u_d for a worl:in'lsurFrc¢..
To c('.".',),_rewith the oven cnqc(.:_/,, t},:;,'.::i-'._i./v(_i_::r:of th brE_c!et;.;a']net
inclu,J',Ii, t_e he._tin,;Iray ::ei,'i_tlv(,Iw.,:,.IPstc._d,till'data f,,ra tr._.;,st{,r,:,v._
rac:, ;v_,st_!,en fre _ ReferenLr: 276 _:;d , ,
.__..c..to the l_,:_ic(,ncept.'l_[!:tlt and
volu:",-:._. [IO " "- _.,epa_,_ dish tr%, ,,_',_,alt/ ,':s added-for thi;, conceal since t!v,
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D.L'SCRIPTIO_I: This concept rc.semblc,s d co,'Lv_mtional electrical oven ;vith
i resist,(:_c:-., h,,:tinc,, elc-:,;._i_ts. Oven size is b,_.sedon the requirement in Section
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DESCI',II'TIO;', : This concept resembles a con',antional micro',.;ave oven. Oven size
is bused o_ the requircments descril;ed in S(:ction 1.2.2 of 0.02_9 cum (1.(12
cuft) of food per meal. A heatin!i time of 10 minutes vJe,s ass_m_ed, ','ith an
additional 0.5 hours allowed for Ule oven I_e,,t to dissipcte to the cabin gas.
Thus, a total time of 40 reinure _, was sssumcd for com'_uting the tt,erm_] lJcnalty
to the cabin cooling circuit.
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APPI.IA::CI_ fUI':CTIO:I 1.3.1 Pi'ir.,',_';t Y/l_,"_," C(_:5_:,'ii,'.n
I{UI.::3EP,OF rf"_¢ "['l'l? C(,:_S "lO" _ I I _ " 1 "_ I ["E""L b
ASSC'..:P.II (I:;S
All tl_e auLo:._atic dish::,,shiI,tj d_ta found l;,:vc l)eel_ for sinr_le intcTri, tcd
wasll(;r/dryer units. Tilree w;_si_i_,,_sper dW ,,.:eYe_issu;,ed, witi_ 6.8 kt; (15 Ibs)
of water used for v;ashin,j and 6.S I:ti (]5 ll_q) for ri_,sin,j. It is as,.dv.._d tL,;L
0.14 kg (0.30 Ib) of resiJual _..'ater le_!a:n', on tlm dishes after v.v.sl_ir,o to
be re_._ovedby the dry,_r.
The ar:ou_:t of disl_es required by th', c,e,..', asL,t,',':i_7 en aufo'.qtic dish',.:asherl
dry_,r is alm,_.Yd, was cc',pute,_ :_;1 iy_cludc,,.t with the _._,_hcr/'d_yer pen:airy.
This was nece:,_,ary to COrT',a,rc ,,,it.i_ fhe di_.po'.ct:l r: (tist_es case in Sectio, 1.3.2.
The pac!',_,,e,_ weight :;_ct volui_r, or" t.t,,, disi_c.: _,'ere tal:_n directl-, frov_ Section
1.3.2 :1 tll,: restll/ she..,qt qn ,,,,le -_ Th(, taLal dishcq/u/ensilslcu; _,
re_tuirec .:ith the dishv,,,:sh,__r for ._ six.-r',an cr v: is 6.9 kg (15.2 lbs) aI_d
0.0?.3 cu m (0.81 cu rt).
t.lashin!l ti',l( _ arm dryi_;,-, tiL,e are each essu;:ed to l.akr., one hc,t;r.
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1.3.].I RL]-. NO. 90INDEX tD.
DESCP,i PTl O,q
In tllis concept, washing is accor.q_lishud by spraying I,ot water (with an
8 psi[l pu,:_phead) over tim. _sl_es in a slo;.,ly rotating drum. Drying is
assu:',ed tn be acco:_pli.shcd si_:_i)ly by centrifugal fo_°ce at high speed rotation.
This cuncept is includcd in the trades since conceptual data are available; i
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SPACECRAFT Space Station
_ HABITABILITYSUBSYSTEMFoodManagement _BITABILITY FUNCTION Cleanup !
APPLIANCEFUNCTION Dishwasher/DryerCombination
APPLIANCECONCEPTNO./TITLE 2/HotWaterSpray-AirSpray D_
INDEXNO. 1.3.1.2 REF. NO, 90 1
DESCRIPTION
i The washingfunctionfor thisconceptis identicalto thatused in ConceptI.D_ing is accomplishedby a high-velocityair spray (30 fps) sufficientto
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-- Fod_ I_ HABITABILITYSUBSYSTEHManagement HABITABILITYFUNCTION GalleyCleanup
APPLIANCEFUNCTION Dishwasher/DryerCombination . i
APPLIANCECONCEPTNO./TITLE 3/Hot Water SprayWash-ForcedHot Air ElectricHeat Dry
INDEXNO. 1.3.1.3 REF. NO. go i
/
DESCRIPTION i
The washingfunctionfor this conceptis iddntlcal_o thatused in ConceptI.
Washingis accomplishedby sprayinghot water (withan 8 psig pumphead) over
the'dishesin a slowlyrotatingdrum• Dryingis accomplishedby a circulating
flow of air over the disheswhich is heatedby an electricalheatingelement.
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SPACECRAFT Space Station •
_- I_BITABILITY SUBSYSTEM anagement HABITABILITYFUNCTIONGalley Cleanup
i
APPLIANCEFUNCTION Otshwasher/Oryer Combination ,
APPLIANCECONCEPTNO./TITLE 4/Hot gater Spray gash-Forced Cold Air Desiccant Dry
INDEXNO. _ 1.3.1.4 REF. NO. go
1DESCRIPTION
In thts concept, washing is accomplished by spraying hot water over the dishes
in a sle_lyrotatingdrum• A fan is used duringwashingand rinsingto trans-
port air and excesswater out of the washer. The same fan is used to circulate
air throughthe dishesfor drying• The air is routedthrougha desiccantbed
upstreamof the dryer to dry the air first;thus, no additionalheat is assumed
necessary. The deslccantis deso_ed using an electricalresistanceheater
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SPACECRAFT Space Station| ++, +,. F66_
...,_ IIABITABILITYSUBSYSTEM Management HABITABILITYFUNCTIO_ GalleyCleanup !_
APPLIANCEFUNCTION Dishwasher/DryerCombination ,
APPLIANCECONCEPTNO./TITLE 5/HotWaterSpray Wash-ForcedHot Air Dry-ThermalStorage !+
INDEXNO. 1.3.1.5 REF.NO. go
DESCRIPTION
In tl_isconcept,washingis accomplishedby sprayin8hot water (withan 8 psig
pumphead) over the dishesin a slowlyrotating.drum.Dryingis accomplished
by circulatinga flow of air over the dishes..Washerwater is routedthrough
a thermalstorageunitwhich storesheat to be used during'thedryingcycle
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_i) HABITABILITYSUBSYSTEHManagement HABITABILITYFUNCTIONGalleyCleanup +_
APPLIANCEFUNCTION Dishwasher/DryerCombination ,
APPLIANCECONCEPTNO./TITLE6/UltrasonicWash-CentrifugeDry i
INDEXNO. 1.'3.1.6 REF. NO. 90
DESCRIPTION !
Thisconcept is identicalto ConceptI exceptthat _Itrasoniccleaningis +
usedto clean the dishesinsteadof a high velocitywater spray. No ultrasonic
energydampingis assumed. Dryingis assumedto be accomplishedby centrifugal )
force at high speed rotation. The conceptis includedin the tradessince +
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SPACECRAFT Sp_ce Station i_
Food
(,_) HABITABILITfSUBSYSTEI4_lanagement IIABITABILITYFUNCTIONGalleyCleanup :!
APPLIANCEFUNCT!ON Dishwasher/DryerCombination
APPLIANCECONCEPTNO/TITLE 7/UltrasonicWash-ForcedHot Air ElectricDry
• _
INDEXNO. 1.3.1.7 REF. NO 90
DESCRIPTION 1 _,
z
Ultrasonic cleaning is used to clean the dishes, wi_;h r0o ultrasonic energy
assumedlostdue to dampi,}g.Dryingis accomplishedby a circulatingflow of
; air over the disheswhich is heatedby _n electricalheatingelement. The
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INDEXNO. 1_3.1.8 REF. riO.go
DESCRIPTION
L
Ultrasoniccleaningis used to clean the dishes,wi_h no ultrasonicenergy
assumed lostdue to damping. Dryingis accomplishedby air circulatedfirst
througha desiccantbed where it is dried;thus, no additionalheat is assumed
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APPLIANCEFUNCTION Dishwasher/Dr_,erCombination . i
APPLIANCECONCEPTNO./TITLE 9!UltrasonicWash-ForcedHot Air.Dry-ThemalStorage !
INDEXNO. 1._.l.g REF. NO. go "
DESCRIPTION
Ultrasoniccleaningis used to clean the dighes,with no ultrasonicenergy i
assumedlost due to damping. Dryingis acco,npllshedby circulatinga flow of
air over the dishes. Washerwater is routedthrougha thermalstorageunit
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_, HABITABILITY SUBSYSTEManagement HABITABILITY FUNCTIONGalley CleanuL J
APPLIANCEFUNCTIONDishwasher/Dyer Combination
APPLIANCECONCEPTNO./TITLE lO/Manual Wash-ManualWipe Dry
INDEXNO. 1'.3.1.10 REF. NO. go
DESCRIPTION i
In thisconcept,the dishesare sealedin a Teflonbag equippedwitha rubber
glove on both sides. The crewmanmanuallyscrubsthe dishesby fittinghis
hands into the gloves. Whenwashingis completed,excesswater is squeezed
out of the bag and the dishesare wiped dry with a towel. It is assumed,
accordingto Reference90, that0.136 kg (0.3 Ib) of water is wiped by the
t_el, and that a clothesd_er is availableto d_ the towel. For this
purpose,clothesd_er concept3.3.2.1(forcedhot air-electric)was assumed.
Since the clothesd_er penaltieswere based on removing0.454 kg (1.0Ib) of
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APPLIANCEFUNCTION 1.3.2 Dishwasher/Dryerwith Dishes
NUMBEROF CONCEPTSCONSIDERED 12 •
, ASSUMPTIONS
r
All the automaticdishwashingdata found havebeen for singleintegrated
washer/dryerunits. Threewashingsper day were assumed,with 6.80 kg (15 Ibs)
of water used for washingand 6.80 kg (15 Ibs) for rinsing. It is assumedthat
0.14 kg (0.30Ib) Of residualwater remainson the dishes afterwashingto be
; removedby the dryer. Washingtime and dryingtime are each assumedto take
one hour.
' The amountof dishesrequiredby the crew,assumingan automaticdishwasher/
dryer is aboard,was computedand includedwith the washer/dryerpenalty. This
was necessaryto comparewith the disposabledishes. The packagedweight and
volumeof the disheswere taken from the disposabledishesstudy (seeresults
in Table C2-5). The total dishes/utensils/cupsrequiredwith the dishwasher
( for a six-mancre_vis 6.9 kg (15.2 _bs)and 0.023 cu m (0.81cu ft).
The fourhighestrated dishwasher/dryerconceptsfrom the trade studiesperformed
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IIABITAI_ILITYSUBSYSTEM Management IIAII,TABILITY FUNCTION Galley Cleanup i_
APPLIANCE FUNCTION Dishwasher/Dryer with Dishes
;PPLIANCE CONCEPTNO./TITLE I/Hot Water Spray-Ce'ntrifuge Drying J
INDEX NO. '1.3.2.1 REF. NO. 90 ¢
DESCRIPTION !_
This is the same concept presented in Section 1.3.]..I. It is included here !
to compare with the case where no dishwasher/dryer is used and dishes are !_
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SPACZCIINT Space Statian :_-
.... ,, Galley Cleanup
_ llhl_l'T_,l_]l.llYSU[_,SYSI[IIFood Management IIAI_IIAI_ILITYIU,,CT!O_
APPL.IAIICF.I=U_CIIO;__.Dishwasher/Dr_er with Di_hes ___ !
APPLIAI;C[COI;CEPTI!O./TITLE2/llotWater Spray - Forced Hot Air Electric Heat D_rying
IIIDEXt_O. ' 1.3.2.2 REF. t_O. 90
D[SCR]PTIOII: This is the same concept presented in Section 1.3.1.3. It is included
here to compare with the case where no dishv,asher/dryer is used and dishes are
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SPAC!CRAIT S.pace..Sta ti on ..
_ IIAI_]IAI',]I flY SII[;_YS'IFH Food Management IIAI_]TAI_II_ITY IIIT_C.T]_J Galley Cleanup__
API>I.li,,IICLI;_CI]0;IDishwasher/Dryer with Dishes ',
i
1 AI'PLIAKC[ COr_C[I'lHO./T!TLI-3/llotWater Spray - Forced Air/Desiccant/_Pe.s_o_rb_bp._d_E.lectricaIly
i INDEX I_0. .... 1.3.2.3 REF. NO. 90 i
C
DESCRIPTIOI_: This is the same concept presented in Section 1.3.1.4. It is included
, here to compare with the case where no dishwasher/dryer is used and dishes are
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,, SPACI'CIIAITSpace Station +i
_ IIABIlAI_II.ITY SUI3SYSIEI;FoodManaNenlentIIAI_ITA!_ILITYFUt;CTIONGalley Cleanup
AI)PLIAtlCEI'II;_CTIOIIDishwasher/Dryerwith Dishes ,,_ _
i I ° o •APPLIAIIC.ECOtlCI.PTI,O./T.ILE4/Manual_lash Manual"Wipe Dry ,;
IIIDEXI'0. "1.3.2.4 REF. II0. 90 ,
DESCRII'T!OII: This is the same conceptpresentedin Section1.3.1.10. It is a
dishwasher concept which is manually operated by a crev_nan. It is included here
to comparewith the casewhere no dishwasher/dryeris used and dishesare either i
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•, IIABITABILITYSUBSYSTEMFo_,dManaqement HABITABILITYFUNCTION GalleyClean,;p
APPLIANCEFUNCTION Dishwasher/Dryerwith Dishes
i APPLIANCECONCEPTNO./TITLE5 throuqh]21Disposable-ReusableDishes
INDI:XNO. ].3.2.5throuqh1.3.2.]2 REF. riO.1001 174z 177_250_.276
DESCRIPTION
,I
A detailedstudywas made of the food utensils,trays,and cups to determinethe
optimumselectionfrom among a wide varietyof possiblecombinations.The
possiblechoicesconsideredin each case are explainedin the followingparagraphs.
CUPS
Disposablenonmetallic.This is a prefilledcollapsibleplasticbellowstype
of cup used on Skylab. The cup is disposedof after use. Data for thiscase
were takendirectlyfrom the Skylabcups (Reference250). The numberof cups
usedwas based on the initialSkylab launchvaiue of 1610cupsfor 420 plarned
man-days.
Reusablemetallic. This methodof drinkingresettlesdrinkingfrom a cup with
a strawas on Earth. It was triedon Skylaband was found to be quite saris-
: factoryif the rightsize of straw is used. Data for thiscaseweke taken from
C Reference276. It was assumedeachman had two cups. One wet and one dry wipe
were assumedto be used for each cup use,with the numberof cup uses the same
as for the disposablenon,'_etalliccase.
UTENSILS- KNIFE/FORK/SPOON
" Disposablemetallic. This casewas includedfor comparisonpurposes,a!thoug,
it resultedin a very high penaltyfor Space Station. Utensilweight and volu_._
for stainlesssteel utensils,as on.Skylab,were takenfrom Reference250 and
177. It was assumedone knife/fork/sooonset per man for eachmeal was used,
with no spares.
Reusablemetallic. The same utensilsas in the abovecasewere assumed,with
_ one wet wipe per man pe_ meal allowedfor cleaningas on Skylab. Since Skylab
had three extra utensil sets (Reference 250) for a three-man c-ew, it was
i assumedone extra ,.etw_s allowedper man.
OwSablenonmetallic.Data for thiscasewere taken from References174 and
it-1_"aTO p_t packagingfactorincluded. One set per man per meal
wasassumed.
SERVINGTRAYS
Two basic tyl_:Sof trayswere considered: (I) ordinarydish t',.'oeand (2) food
warmingtrays. It was assumedthe dish typeof traywould be used with bulk










For direct comparison, a food packaging penalty was added to the warming trays
to account for the individual food cans. These penalties were taken from
Reference 276 for the food mix assumed in this study shown previously for
the Food Habitability System 2.0. The resulting penalties are shown in
Table C2-3.
Reusable heating__type. This concept assunted reusable metallic covers for a
heating tray, with two wet wipes and one dry wipe allowed to clean the cover.
Data for the covers were from Reference 177, and include a I0 percent packaging
factor. The food packaging penalty described previously for individual cans
was added to the total weight and volume for this case. Based on the Skylab
use of five food trays for a three-man crew (Reference 250), it was assumed
ten heating tray covers allowed for the Space Station case and six for Shuttle.
Reusable metallic dish. Data for the dishes in this case were identical
(Reference _7] to the reusable heating tray craversdiscussed previously,
except that bulk food is assumed here with no packaging penalty. Again,
two wet wipes and one dry wipe were assumed to clean the dishes per man.
Disposablemetallic dish. Weight and volume for this type of dish were
assumed the same as for the two previous cases. One dish per man per meal
was assumed, with no wipes. Bulk food packaging was assumed; thus, no
packaging penalty was a4ded.
Di__osable nonmetallic dish. Data for this case are identical to those for
the disposable metallic dishes above except for dish weight. Dish weight
was estimated using the same ratio used previously for metallic and non-
metallic utensils.
The data for all the above cases are tabulated in Table C2-4 for the Space
Station. The best eight combinations were chosen by inspection, as indicated
in the table, and included in the trades. To compare these cases with a
dishwasher/dryer concept, a set of reusable utensils/dishes/cups used with
the washer/dryer was selected from the above cases. The number, weight, and
volume for these items are shown in Table C2-5. These penalties were added
onto the basic washer/dryer penalties to provide direct comparison in the
trades. The four best dishwasher/dryer concepts from appliance function 1.3.1









D I S P 0 S A B L E D I S H E S - T Y P E NUMBER WEIGHT VOLUME
' kg cu m6
(Ib) (cu ft)
Disposable Nonmetallic 4140 (283.) (78.5)
VEHICLEPENALTY 128. 2.22
CUPS Reusable Metall;c 12 (3.0) (.28)
Wet Wipes 4140 (77.0) (1.78)
.DryWipes 4140 (41.1) (I.64)
TOTAL (121.) (3.70)
VEHICLEPENALTY 55. .I05
MetallicDisposableUtensils 3240 (806.) (27.3)
VEHICLEPENALTY 366. .773
KNIVES/ MetallicReusableUtensils 12 (2.9) (.11)
FORKS/ Wet Wipes 3240 (60.3) (1.39)SPOONS
TOTAL (63.2) (1.50)
VEHICLEPENALTY 28.7 .0425
DisposableNonmetallicUtensils 3240 (64.1) (10.7)
VEHICLEPENALTY 29.1 .303
...... m
Reusable'Heating-TypeTray Covers 10 (9.3) (.42')
Wet Wipes 6480 (120.6) (2.78)
Dry Wipes 3240 (32.2) (1.29)
Food Packa_ng P_ (562.) (52.7)
TOTAL - (724.) (57.2)
VEHICLEPENALTY 328. 1.62
Reusable Metallic Dish-Type Tray 10 (9.3) (.42)
WetWipes 6480 (120.6) (2.78)TRAYS
Dry Wipes 3240 (32.2) (1.29)
TOTAL (162.) (4.49)
VEHICLEPENALTY 73. .127
DisposableMetallicDish-TypeTray 3240 (3030.) (136.)
VEHICLEPENALTY 1374. 3.85















I (Ib) (cu ft)
, _ DISH/TRAY 10 4.2 0.0119
! (9.3) (0.42)
i KNIVES/FORKS/SPOONS 12 1.3 0.0031
(2.9) (0.11) •
{ CUPS 12 1.4 0.0079
I (3.0) (0.28)
i i





ItAl lr/ ,bILIrY suI;sYsrr.tl........ 2:0_P_eTs_gna].H_ygiene
_-- APt'L]ANCF IU;_CI iO!IS CO_tIDI:f',ED
2.1.1 Fecal Collection/Transfer
2.1.2 Urine Collection/Transfer
' 2.1.3 Vomitus CollPction/Transfer
2.2.1 Whole Body Shower
2.2.2 Partial Body Washing






The personal hygiene habitability subsystem provides for waste collection/
transfer, body cleansing, and personal grooming. The concepts selected for
: trade included consideration of the zero-gravity effect on liquid flow and
containment, the elimination and/or control of contamination which is easily
spread in a zero-gravity environment, and the disposal of waste products
: within the spacecraft in the absense of the normal terrestrial sewers/septic
tanks. These requirements must be satisfied with maximum safety and minimum
( weight, volume, and use of consumables. Waste collection appliance functions
accommodate all of the bodily waste functions. Both partial and whole body
washing techniques were considered during the study. The remaining personal
hygiene appliance functions presented are for such crewman functions as
shaving and hair cutting. The appliance concepts were evaluated to be
functionally adequate and acceptable to the crewmembers from both physio-
logical and psychological aspects prior to including them as viable concepts.
The fecal and urine collectien/transfer appliance functions were considered
separately for the purposes of trade studies. The two functions would most
probably be combined for a space vehicle because of the attendant reduction
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"" HABITA[IILITY SUI_SYSTEI.I2.0 Personal Hyqiene
• _ IIABITABILITYFUtlCTIO_I 2.1 _.l&s.teC.Qlle_c._i__O_T_3ra&s_fer
L
APPLIAtlCEFUKCTIO;I 2.1.1 Fecal Collection/Transfer
NUI4DEROF CO:tCEPTSCO:ISIDERED 9
ASSUI41STIONS
(I) The fecal collection/transferconceptsconsiderwet, dry, chemical,
decomposition,and incinerationmethodsfor disposingof fecal waste•
(2)The study assumedone defecationper day per man. The conceptuse time
requiredper defecationis dependenton the concepttype.
(3i Filterweight and volumewere includedif a high replacementfrequency
is required• Periodicfilterreplacementwas not includedin the study.
(4) ComponentpovJer equirementswere normalizedto providea fair comparison
c of all concepts• The power requirementswere not based on the latest
fecal collectordesigns• This was done becausethe variousmanufacturers
were in processof a competitiveproposalresponsefor the Shuttlewaste
collectionsystemand could not be contactedfor additionalinformation.
(5) Overboardventingwas not allowedwith the exceptionof nonfilterable
gases. Conceptswere modifiedto satisfythis requirementby adding a
vacuumpump to the concept.
(6) Fecal collectionconceptsrequiringa day for decompositionof wastes and
cooldownwere allocatedat one per crewman. The remainingconceptswerP
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. I IIABITABILITY SUGSYST[rl Personal llygiene IIANITABILITY FUNCTION Transfer
APPLIANCE I UNCTIOT_Fecal Collection/Transfer
APPLIAHCE COHCEPTNO./TITLE I/Dry John
INDEX II0. 2.1.I.1 RLF. NO. 207,209,250, & 273
DESCRIPTIOH The dry john commode assembly serves as a waste collector and
feces storag-6Tprocess_ng uniT.--l'[le seat i-s--s-_,nTl-ar to tl1-e te-66es-L-6_a-altype
with modifications necessary for zero-gravity usame. The feces are transferred
-tTth- - C6 ¼ _d/-pre c6ss-flig--s-ec_ i drT-(-C6Tl-e-c-Co_;)--v__-_t-h-_-T_c--a-l--t-r-_-n_-f_-_t.
The fecal transfer duct contains provisions for entrainment a4rflow for
sel_-f-_l_Tn_'_d-nT6gff_-fiie--st-6oT-fr-oln--ti_ anus to tll_'oql-6c-to_. ATF pos1_onlng
jets shovm on the schematic are used to assist the user in positioning properly
" -_n--tlfe -s-ea-[__liTs--_6f lt-T6-_-6f--£he--s_--s-t-e_Twas nee L_fi_-_?Tp-a-gt--O-f-%h-6
appliance, since recent tests have shown the jets are not necessary. The
l-Tn-ter-lra-c-e-b-etweenthe transfer duct and the feces collector is the collector-
v.alve. The valve is manually actuated and seals the collector after use to
permit vacuum -cl_y]ng -6f-t77e-_e-CGs-T-_ sunger _s--incorporated to maximize the
feces and wipes area exposed to vacuum by depositing the feces and wipes on the
wa--_l-l_f-_h-e--_6Tle-ctGrT En-_ga-fnli:ent a_r a fi-d a_r rem6ve-dby---the vacuum pump are
passed through filters and returned to the cabin. The schematic doe._ not show
a vacuulll pull]l_-h-#,.Te-v6g_--_Tl-e--v-a-cLlu]iT_-i],-Tp-q;/_is-_cFd-e-_e appilance concept _6--
satisfy the vehicle requirement of no venting external to the spacecraft.
• _-_1_---------"_ _ ,_-,_,,I
L-i
• t Iv*c_._ V*l.v¢
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ii "- HABITABILITYSUBSYSTEI4PersonalH_ygieneHABITABILITYFUHCTION Transfer
APPLIAIICEFUNCTION Fecal Collection/Transfer
APPLIANCECO;ICEPTNO./TITLE 2/Dry John with Anal Wash
INDEX NO. 2.I.1.2 REF. riO. 207,209,& 273
DESCRIPTIO_ISame as ConceptI, Dry John, with the.incorporationof an anal
wash. The-a-n-_l-_gh-_n-d-_ff-di_j-eTT_6_i_e-s-ICE6--ne_-fdffexp_-6d_b-lewlpes.
The additionof the analwash requiresthe feces collectorduct be rinsedwith
TbTO_i-de,--_---Tli_--_ff_-T_wash'and _6-_i_d_I_m nse VT£f_Efare assiJ]zTe_-t-o--ID_recove-r_-d
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SPAC[CI'AFT Space Stati on
, Waste Collection/
IIABITAI_ILITY c,,_cv_r_Personal llygiene HAP,I_f'.DILITY FLI_CTIO%_ Transfer• f JU_,JI,,.#I L./ *
APPLINICE FU;_CTIr)HFecal Collection/Transfer
° APPLIAHCECOXCEPTNO./TITL[ 3/Liquid Germicide
INDEXIIO. 2.].I.3 REF, riO. 100,207,209,244,250, & 273
DESCRIPTIC':The liquid germicide commodeassembly incorporates a strong biocidal
agent throu_jhout-%he- e_ti'et_-t_- k i I 1-UZ'-ifii Croorgaffi _ffl-Pol_ol_[f6_T-_dcT i:i&fHt_Tn
sterility in storage. The waste collector is provided with a blender and germ-
--Ei-da-l_(e-teri ng equi preent. The blendSi_--_%-_-_a-tb-_n_¥ -- l_I_6F6_l?-i[__fSc-T-Sf-ILl?_
wastes and qermicide. The collector gate valve, is open only durinq waste
-_-6ll-e-ctibif." _.JhbTC-thb--c-6ntaf-n_e_-_s" fu111- _cl_6_t_f-F,_s sea l e]d_-_eitToved-[b--_6_j6,
and replaced with an empty tank. The waste collectors are sized for replace-
water waste manaQementsystem. Air entrainment of the feces as previously
"--d-es-afflbed-Tn-Co_Tc-ei;t-T,i-S-_I_TT_-eC-_#i th- tha a_r re_iYffffe-d"ili_f6bg-_IT-fTl-1_fs--E6
the cabin. The collector when transferred to storage will weigh 332 pounds.
-We-t--a-ncro_ry--wFp_s--ara-u s-d_t-_'b-ff-ttM-_--CO_fc_p_--ahd--a_-a _-_f_iT,o-d-t _ b-e--d_po-_tt_d---
into the collector. The concept was not given credit for liquid recovery, since
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3r c"IIABITA[_II. ITY SUl,_YJT[,IPersonal Hyqiene HABITABILITY FUrICTIO_I Transfer
F
APPLIANCE IUr_CTIOrl Fecal Collection/Transfer
APPLI;_HC[ CO_ICEPTNO./TITL[ 4/Integrated Vacuum Decon'position
INDEX NO. 2.1.1.4 REF. NO. 100,250, & Skylab data
DESCRIPTIO_IT__heintegrated_vacuum decomposi_tion concept utilizes vacuum and
high temperature to decompose the waste n_aterials into gaseous products which
can be exhausted to vacuum. The chamber requires cooldown and must be vacuu;;ied
at the end of the cooldown period. The process does not require oxygen; how-
ever__re_qu_ires_pg_:ler_tp_s_usta!n tbe_cher.ical process for ]__2_h_rs. Six con='_lodes
were assu_:ed to be required due to the 12-hou_ cooldown tin:e kl.e., one uni't--
can be used once per daz). Incinerable collection bans with a hydrophobic patch
-_-S-_'l-a-b-type- u-t-il iTe-d)-v}_ used t6-el _]_-t_-t-t_ ma_ntefi_ii_e-a-Ed-_ii-cF-olDho'-6T6g-i-
ca_ 1 p rob]_e!_;_s_of___fjI ter___rgDJ_ac.ezl__n__si nce c_lOgELinqi s not anti cipated wi th
collection bags which are replaced every 24 hours. The r-e-s-{(]ual _sh was not
considered as a concep_t_penalty_ A___irentrain_ment_ of the feces, as previously
described in Concept i, is utilized with the air returne]]-£1_rou-g_-ffl't_ to
the cabin. Wet and dry_wipes are used for this concept and are assumed to be
depos-lte(l into the collector.
.........
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APPLIAI_CF.CO_ICEPT,,O./TITLE 5/F_ushFl_w Oxygen Incineration
INDEXNO. 2.1.1.5 REF. hO. ]00,250,& Skylabdata
DESCRIPTIO;_The llush flo'voxygenincinerationuti'lizesa contimlousoxygen
The wastes are collectedby s'r.:eI,rocessof air entrain_:;entused on the
p-r'e'v'io-u-s-conc---epts,s-e-al-e'd-'i6--tlq-e--cEa_ib-e-r--(-n()vent to _-a-ciTuT'_T-;-I_-_tis app
for a specifiedtime period.The resultingst,;rilizeC/vaporizedgas and
_f-s-a_-_xl_-a-uYteI to sp_c_.-Z-TITe-q_]_' ope_-ah-d-h_-_'t-_s-a--_i)'ITe-_.....
to bring the incinerationtemperatureto 1000°F,while z controlledflow oF
_Ry-g6_is-c-6h-_in i6(IsT,Z-_-Ul_pl'ieff-fo-'fh-e--cI_-a_i_er. -T T_-e-1nc_ner.at-ii_fprocess
takesap,_roxinlately12 hourswith 97 to 99 percentreductionin rrocesswaste.
"Tw_Tve-ll6dfsar6"61"I6',veff_o6-Co-oTdbTvn-"wlfich'-r_-_-U-_res o-_- c_[_-mb-dE-per than.1"he-
collectionbags describedin Concept4 are also used for this concept.Wet
_d-'d r_/-vf-p__--__'e--uY_u-fo-r-thl.-s--_-o-n:-e_t-a-_fd a'fo-_-ssqJm_d L'_rO5-1te_l-into-
the collector.
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HABITABILITY SUBSYST[_.IPersonal 11yqiene HABITABILITY FU_ICTIONTransfer
,,APPLIANCE FUrICTION Fecal Collection/Transfer
APPLIAIICE CONCEPTNO./TITLE 6/Pyrolysis/Batch Incineration
INDEX NO. 2.1.1.6 REF. rio. 100,250, & Skylab data
DESCRiPTIO_IThe p,/ro__llv_sis/ba_____ttchincineration concept utilizes a three-ste_?.__
procoss to minimize oxyyen consumables. The wastes are heated to ZSUOF, and
held at this temnerature for 30 minutes to ensure sterilization. The vent valve
is then opened and the water is flashed to space'as a vapor. The chamber is
then heated to 1200°F, with the vacuum valve remaininq open, and the wastes are
pyrolytically decomposed (vacuum decomposition) and the gases are vented to
,_pace. At th___e_n__d__o_f_Lhe_e_pyrol.ysis process__the vent v_l____,e,is clo_ed, the
chamber is charged with oxygen, and several batch incinerations are performed.
The batch incineration step reduces the ash _"re...Idue from 12 to 2 percent of t e
total wastes processed. After fina] venting to space, the chamber cooldown takes
12 hours. The pyrolvsis/batch incineration process is identical to the schematic
shown for Concept 5. lhe pyrolysis/batch incineration takes 12 hours. The
collection tans described in Concel)t 4 are also used for this concept, l.!et
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. J SPACECRAIT____S_ace Station Waste Collection/
|IABITABII.ITY SUBSYSTEIIPersonul llyLIiene HA[;ITABILITY FUP:CTIOP]Trangfer
APPLIAP:C[ FU;ICTIOPJ Fecal Collection/Transfer
APPLIAPIC[ CO:IC[PT PIO./TITLE 7/l,!et Oxidation
INDEX NO. 2.].].7 REF. NO.. 100:250, & Skylab data, 247
DESCRIPTIC:I The wet oxid,ltioncn_n.g?_t__sa._mo_de_!te_t2___9_rA_t_ure__hi_N.h___re_sure
catalytic process. The system employs an insulated chamber similar to the incin-
Rrat__i_o_n_d__idgr.p.t_LQsi__tjOn___nnCep_s. Waste_L_tr_eatr'ent_i__.!.Cc__l i gh_d bSL__.h_r_nin__g_q
the chamber with 500 psia oxygen at ah;bient terMerature and applyin,] heat to
br_rin_g_thechar'her un to oxidatinn tet:_neralure. The fin,ll Dressurr and tet_pera-
ture are approximately 1750 psia and 5-5-00i-. The advantage of the wet oxidation
process is the production of water which can he processed and reused in the
spacecraft. The system requlres a high pressure oxygen source, assumed in this
study as a compressor. A stirrer would enhance the wet oxidation process_ but
was not considered in the study due to lacI C of engineering data. Based on two
data sources, the process was assumed to ta!:e 12 hours, most of which is cool-
down time _i0'_ to 6 bourse, ihe collection bags described in Concept 4 are
also used for this concep__t, t,!e_et_tand dry wipes are used for this concept and are
a-s-su-_-cl-to be d-_os_J into t-_-e--c-oT]ector',
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"" SPACECRAFT Space Station
,, Waste Collection/
IIABITA[',ILITY _uL_,_"_vc_J_FY, Personal l!,,<licne, HABITAr,ILITY FUtICTIC_i Transfer
FU,_CTIO_, Fecal Col Ic, cl ion/TransferAPPLIAIIC[ ,., ,,
Ii
APPLIAHCE CO;_CEPTNO./TITLE _>/Semiauto:atic l_acl Svs_c,_:_(SI-vlab)
INDEX NO. 2.1.1.8 REF. NO. Skylah data,283,250,100
I)ESCRIPTIOH Tlle sei_iaute'_,_tich_<]__cnnce__t co n_,i_,ts nf a ;.#all mount,,,d frcal
collector uli_{--u-s_i-{_.]-a-colleclio,i b<_l, with air entr-a_T_-:i!}{t-o-f-tlle leces. The
fecal collr, clnr consists of a fecal collect_i_Qu1_IZg.c_r_.2t_<]£.l___;_,a irn h lint, r, and
hinged se<_t. ihe hl Ir,QtJ small provides access to "Lhe _',esil liner to pc_,r_,dt
manual in_tallaLion of a fecal I_,_',.. The seat is contoured a.,d ce,n!ains ,_irflo,._
_o-ies to ai]o,._ c<,bin air to be dr,.'.!n inlo the fecal bag as a _vity substitute
airflow. Th,_ seat u_)on closure nroviHcs an ii_teqral seal l;ot;.,er:,_ the fecal
bag and the lecal collection receptacle ar.d be_'.:<:en the seat and the user. A
• blower unit is utili._Z,d to __r(__}v_ir_le_f?_cr_,e !!t_!__ini"ent into the focal baq. Cabin
a_r'-'--"_sdravm into ._l_e fecal bag and _s exi_austed through lhe collection bag's
vapor __o_rt, throu<:h the r:esh liner and into lhe fecal collectien rec,nDt,-"cle.
_ab_--a-ir--{s-ci_en passed ell to the fecal co]-iector /_Iter and l)lo',.'er unit
and relearned to {he cr:Din. The fecal bar_ is i",_uallv remr,v_d from th_ fecal
c"o_-eTe'cLor after eacil deieca_lon and l'cpl<_7.e-_Tii.'_'edlatel-y_'}iLn a new bdg. l:iTe
fecal ban with its co_m_ts is _hen vac_tm: dri_ ,i in a waste processor to
included as a_part of this concept.
{ _etlfCTOR _i' i \_'- t'
e
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• " Waste Collection/
HABITABILITY SU[_SYSIEH PersonJl l{yqie._e HABITABILITY FUNCTIONTransfer ,
.APPLIAr_CE fU_ICTIOt: Fecal Collection/Transfer
APPLIAr_C[ CO_ICEPTNO./TITLE 9/Dry Bags (Apoll)
Apollo d.,.,_s: V36-GOIOZ9,VSG-GOI39,%,
INDEX NO. 2.1.I.9 REF. NO. V36-601.267,V3G-60],,9,-.,,,_,,_-787819,
a'nd V3-6--2L_:,,'bC.]_
t r- "r 4 " "DESCRIPTIO_._Th.e.!t_'L{_.h,Tc_L_c_!E.9!%t_._ce!'_,_!_=_.s_of_lan,J __h]__]Lis_taped to the huttoc!:_
of the cre,,,,_nan, lhe co]lection .",y'._t.emis i_anual and requires a large a_T:OUntOt
g_r_Q1'l__jS'O_1)9_rcl_ff_.c.#t_j/.Vl.The u}3it is CCID_Ictl2 fnldnd for storaee and each unit
contains l)iocide and tissues. TiJe bag is unfoidcU, taped to the buttocl:s, the
botus is sof,arated usincl the buil!.-!n finqer, and the tissues are denosited into
the bag. The bag is closed, sealed arid the biocide is kneeued into the feces
_e.rrHcid_ control. The collection hq:_s arc deposited into a lar:_e baq which
has a capacity for 16 feces col]ect_._n bags. [he dry bags were used on #po-_o
gnd were provided as a bacl:u I) for Skylab.
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ll,,,:i'If_l',J!] IY ''I'_''*.,L ,,I.,,UI2.0 Pernc_r_,_lllv,_ic,t,,,
IIAI;II;]I.ITY IU_iCllC_:i 2.1 l/dsteC(_ll('cti(_n/Tr,lnsf(:r
4 ...........................
API'LIA;_(;iIV;;CTICII 2.1.2 Uri1,(:Cnll,.ctior,/Transfer
t_' " tlilh,:,[l,Of CO_C.EI'ISCOIiSIDE!;ED 5
ASSU>;PTIC);CS
(I) Tlv:urine coliecLir,'/transFerconcepts consid.r,rair entrain:::entilnd
intiI:Iat(,I_.;.leadopter methods of collecting urine.
(2) The stud)'assui_:eda tot;_lof 42 urinations per day (seven per day per
man). The concept use tingerequired pc_,rurination is depend(it on the
concept type.
(3) Filter v_eiuht_nd volute were included if a high replacc:r_rnt,requency
is required. Periodic filter repl,Ice_::c.nt_vEJsnot included in the stuuy.
(4) Con_ponentpi_',.;err quirez,:ei_ts_.'erenorI._alizcd:.opr()videa fair co_::puri:,on
of all concepts. "Thepo;..'erre,quire;ents _,JL,r_:not b_isedo_;the latest
urine collector designs. This was done hecaLse the vario,_sr_;c_nuf,_cttn'(:rs
were in process of a co_',:i;etitivepropc)si_lresI,:_seFor the Sh,_ttl(;_._ste
collection syste_ and could not l)ecc_ntact(.dfJr additie_(i infor_',_tion.
(5) In the case oF Space Station, the urine and rinse wE_terwas assulnedto
be collected and processed throut:ha vapor cor_pressiondTstillation unit.
Uri_,erecovery vzasbased on 2m..P,gr,L:sof solids per 1000 gra,:.sef urire.
The soli_Isvz_rethen ratioed t,ythe a_:,ounLof flt_shrarer us,-d. The
reco,.'eryfactor used w,_s9E',.15percent. The Shuttle conc('I)tswove ccnsider_.d
to I)e du_LI;c'doverboard e;"collected, hut no _,;aterprocesf.ing_._sappli_-d.
(6) The :_rinecollection devices were al,ocat_d one per vehicle
(7) The urine collection devices connidored are adapt:_bleto _nenonl,,;ho'.vever,
when co:._bined_._itha fecal collector, son_eof the devices can be ad,pted
to fe:_ales.
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_ . . SPACICRAIr __si!,_,,(, si,,lion
•_w _ Waste Coll(-ctionl -
C )f" t(IIAI_ITAN]I.]rY JtIl,.,_llil.lPersonallly(ii(.nrIIAI:ITAI;II.TY ItlIICTIO_ITr,lnsfer
AI'I>I.IAII(:Il'tIHCl]011 Urine Colleclion/:ransfer
AI'I'L,tlICl_COIICI;I'I"CO./TiTI.E]/Standuptlrin<_l
INIJF.XII0. 2.].2.1 R[F. NO. 209, 273, 207
DESCRI >TION
The st<_ndul)urinalconceptconsistsof a collectoruitilizinoair entrainment
_ for collectionand transportof the urine and centrifugalseparationof the
air/urine. The cabin air used for entrainment.isfilteredand recirculated
back into the cabin. The unit is mountedon the wall of the spacecraft. The
unit is activatedby openingthe cover. After use, the cover is closed;afixed
quantityof flushwater is used to flush the urinal. The unit automatically
shuts dovm after the flush is completed. The tot,lloperatingtimewas assumed
to be one minuteusing 45 secondsas an averaoeurinationtime. The flush
water,assumedused per cyclewas 0.8 pound and was heatedto 90°F. A pre-
treatmentchemicalwas added to the flushwater.
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_" IIAI;IlAI;llIIY SUl',.SY',ll.I;._p.er_9n.,!l_l.lyui_('.nq..!IAl!lTfd;IIlIYlII:_CTlO:lTransfer ._
AI'I'I.IIJI(.I.I ;I_(,T]():IUrilleCollection/Tran_frr _ C
AI'I'I.}A:K (0'ICI.I'TIO./I]TI.L._L_2/C.o.!_"'__.d.e.U.ri_l
IIIDIIX II0 2.i.2.2 IIFF.II0.2._O_7.L?O_L_2_7__..__ :
I)[SCIIII'T)O;I
TiledowT_odeurinalconceptconsistsof a urine collector,centrifugalseparator, !
and flush unit. This unitwould be used where cm_binedfeces and urine col-
.' lectorsare defined. The unit uses a flush as.describedin ConceptI; however,
0.33 pouwl(lp(,rflush was used becauseof the smallersurfacearea requirin9
biocidetreab_ent. Air entrainmentis employedcoupledwith a properlydirected
urine streal;:. The operatino tir,_e is the same as specified for Concept 1.
Cabin air used for urine entrainLnentis filteredand returnedto the cabin, i
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t ......... Waste Collection/
,I "'_ IIAI_]'IAI;]I.I[Y SU,,Y,II.I1;'_ S Per_,o1_alliyqien(: IIAI';I1AI_II_IIY IUI_CTIONTransfer
AFI'I.iAI_Ci: IG_CIIOII Urine Collectien/Transfer
API'I ,AI_CI:C01_CI.I'TIIO./TIILE 3/Intil;_atc: Male Ada'pter
INDEXl_O. 2.1.2.3 REF. NO. 283, 250
DESCRIPI'I ON
The intimate male adapter concept consists o]_ a ,,allTmounted unit similar to
the unit used for the Skylab fecal/urine collector system. The adapter can
be used when seated or in a standing position.. Air entrainment is used to
provide a substitute for gravity collection. The cabin air used for Pntrain-
ment is filtered and recirculated back into the cabin. One wipe per cycle
was assumed to be used because of splashback during urination. The flushing
and operatinu time are the same as for Concepts.l and 2. The flush water
used was assumedto be 0.33 pound per flush. The second aperture unit pictured
below uses an iris-type seal for the penis to prevent cabin contamination.
The unit is designed to minimize spashback using a splash retarder. This
unit operates the .same as the Skylab unit.
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I - • (- _f l(' ' •_.}.I IIAt{ITAI:ILITY oUI,.,_rf.f,lPm'sot_al Ilyqievle IIAI;llAr, ILITY ILI%TIO_J Tr,,n_fer
! !AI_PI.]AHCEFUI_C]IOIIUrine Collect,ion/Transfer ,
!API'LIAICCLIOHC[PTIIO./TITLI 4/AI,orturelh-inal
C
INDEXIIO. '2.1.2.4 REF. NO. 236, 273, 209, 207
DESCR] Pr I o;d ,'
The ai)erture urinal concept consists of an aperture and centrifuqal separator.
._ Urine is collectedas describedin the previousconcepts. The study assumed i
' 0.33 l)ound of flush water per cycle. The operating time is the same as
Concepts I through 3.
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+,- Waste Collection/
_ IIAI_IIAI_]LIfY SUI';SYSI.I.IPersonal Hyqi(,ne IIAI',I'[AbILITY I LII_CTIOI_Transfer '
APPL}AHC[ FUIICTIOH Urine Collection/Transfer ,
API'LIANCFCO%[PT NO./TIII.E 5/Liquid/Gas Flow Cuff-Type (Apollo)
IIII)EXNO. 2.]'.2.5 REF. No. Rocl,wellI_vg.SEB14000010-303
i
i DESCRIPTi0;I
, Tileliquid/gas flow cuff-type concept is the'system used on Apollo• A cuff
is utilized which fits snuggly to the penis. Urine transfer was accom_;1odated
on Apollo using a wlcuum; however, a centrifuga.lseparator could also be
utilized• The concept presented assumes vacuum transfer since the intimate
male adapter (Concept 3) is similar and uses air entrainment. The operating
time was a;sumed to be 1.75 minute using a 45 second urination time. Filter
change was considered for this concept due to the frequent changeout required
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°,,, ,?i_ IIABITAIIILITY SUBSYSTEI.I2.0 Personal Hygiene
| ;;
i
IIABITABILITY IUt;CTION 2.1 Waste Collection/Transfer
APPLIANCEFU;_CTIO,q 2.1.3 Vomitus Collection/Transfer
NUM[_EROF CO,qCEPTSCO_SIDERED 4
i ,ASSUI.IPTIOilS
(I) The vomituscollection/transferconceptconsideredportableand fixed
methods. The collectiondevicesused in conjunctionwith the fecal
collector or waste disposal unit were considered fixed. The fixed method
is not the most ideal since a sick crewmanmay not always be able to
reach the collectiondeviceprior to vomiting. Fixedmethods,however, i
i were consideredfo_ the purposeof comparison. !
(2) The study assumed.84 cyclesper day for SpaceStationand .56cycles
per day for Shuttle. The conceptuse timerequiredper cycle is dependent
on the concepttype.
(3)"Filterweightand volumewere includedif a high replacementfrequency
is required. Periodicfilterreplacementwas not includedin the study.
(4) Flushwater,if required,for a vomituscollectionconceptwas assumed i
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" i _'_ SPAC[CRAFT Space Station _ Waste Collection/ '_._IIADITABILITY SUBSYSTEHPersonal 11y.qiene HABITABILITY FUNCTION Transfer
- APPLIANCE FUNCTION Vomitus Collectionlgransfer
APPLIANCE COrlCEPTNO./TITLE I/Intimate Personal Adapter Disposable (mates with
INDEX NO. 2.].3.1 REF. NO. 209,]86,187,236, & 207 'i
DESCRIPTIOll The :ntir'ate personal disposab!e adapter concept is made of i
lightweight plastic or paper and is shaped to TT_et-6_Tacewl Lt_ tile fGce-._ coII-6-ct_t-on
tube of a co'_'mode. The adaoter blocks the air transport inlet ports. Holes 1
in the top of the unit provide the air--inlet TOt" vom_C_--_-6t-rain1_ent. The top 1
of the unit is fo_r, ed to a cre;,,man's face aff ,ting a seal over the nose, around
_. the mouth, and under the chin. All vomitus r.'.Lerialis expelled directly"into 1
__l__Lction unit. After u.se_,the ad_pter is removed and processed in
the feces collector. A dispenser for storage of clean vomitus adapters Is
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:. SPACECRAFT Space Station
" .. Waste Collection/
HABITADILITY _UBSYST[d Personal Hygiene IIABITABILITY FUNCTION Transfer
APPLIANCE FUNCTION Vomitus Collecti'on/Transfer
; APPLIA_CE COrICEPTNO./TITLE 2/!ntimate Personal Adapter, Lined, Reusable (mates
with co:nmode-3
:. INDEX NO. 2.].3.2 REF. riO. lg7,250, & 207
:: DESCRIPTIO;I The lined intimate personal reusable ad:,Dter concept is fabricated
of metal with provision for attachi_ent of a plastic or paper liner on .the insidesurface.The adapter is shap-°d to interface with the feces collector transfer tube.The liner and adapter are provided with holes to allow cabin air into the _dapter
t for vomitus entrain:':ent. The liner is deposited into the feces collector after
usage. The adapter is cleaned to maintain hygienic acceptability and stored
near the feces collector. One biocide wide and one dry wide were assumed to be
adequate to clean the reusable liner. Skylab wipe data were used to determine
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[ i_ SPACECRAFT Space Station
.. Waste Collection/
HABITABILITY SUBSYSTEM Personal Hygiene IIABITABILITYFUNCTIOrl Transfer
,APPLINICE FUNCTION Vomitus Collection/Transfer _
APPLINICE CO_ICEPTNO./TITLE 3/Portable Disposable Collector (airline type) ,_
INDEX NO. 2.1.3.3 REF. I_0. 187,207,250, & 209 1
DESCRIPTION The portable disposable collector is a linht flexible ban with a i
drawstring closure device, lhe bag is used on all airlines and is made of i
thin nage plastic. The cro:vmancan store the baq in a clothes pocket where it
, will be ready for use at any time. The bag is unfolded and grasped near the
i _ ao i_. _ g_ . .J
ope.Jviyby uo_'l ll_.tu_ u,_ul,_ldd._]dilISt the face unc:iosin(_the nose and mouth, i
Proper place_:entof the bag against the face provides the seal. The bag is i
sealed after use by tying a knot in the closure cord and discardinq the bag and
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INDEXNO. 2.1.3.4 REF. NO. 207i . ,_,
,o
DESCRIPTION
The reusableportablecollectoris constructedof a lightweiohtmetal (aluminum
for study)canistertype collectorvlitha orovisionto draw cabin air through
It d,Jrin9vomitusexpulsion. The resultingentrainmentwill preventcabin
contamination.The vacuumprovision_akes sealingat the face less critical
than otherconcepts. A sealingcover preventsspillage. The collector_n
be used at any vacuumsourcein the spacecraft• The collectoris washed out
in a feces collectioncow,Lodeor other suitabledebristrap by connectinga
flexibleflushhose to the collector.
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"" IIAB]'IA_]L]TY SU[_SYSTDI 2.0 Personal Hy.gi(me
IIABJ;A[;iLITY FU[;CT]O:: 2.2 Body__Cle_Aan__s_sin_,,q
APPLIA;_CE FUI;CTIO[I 2.2.1 Whole Body Shower
f •NU;4;EROF C0;IC[PTS C0:ISlDERED 4
r,
• i ASSUHPT]O;_S
(I) Whole body shower concepts enclose the entire body to accomplish whole
body cleansing. The showers are similar to terrestrial type; however,
water usage is much lower.
i (2) The shower frequency used is one shower per man per day (Ref. 127 and
273). The use tir,_e for one shower is 15 minutes (Ref. 127).
(3) Towels used for drying after showering, if required, are discarded after
60 drying cycles.
(4) Washer/dryer penalty was based on washer Concept 7, Water Spray Agitation,
and dryer Concept 1, Forced }Jot Air-Electric Dryer.
(5) Water used for Space Station body cleansing was assumed to be recycled
minus the water loss associated with suspended solids. Shuttle water
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i .. SPAC[CRAFT Space Station
,p
HABITABILITY SUI',SYSTEHPersonal llyqiene IIABITABILITY FUNCTIONP,ody Cle_,r_sin_j
APPLIA,_IC[ FU_ICTIOtl l._hole Body Shower
ooL
APPLIANCE COIIC[PT NO./TITLE I/Vacuum Pickup
INDEX NO. 2.2.1.1 REF. NO. 127,278,273.236,209, & 129
DESCRIPTI 0,'I
The vacuum pickup conce_)t is a shov'e'." stall, which includes a transparent door,
and is sufficient in size to a_low adequate movement of the crewman during
showering and stall cleanup. Water is retrieved by a vacuum pickup system and
pumped to tile water waste management system. The pickup system allG;.,s the
crewman to collect water from free air and the stall wall, floor, and door.
The shower includes a water distribution system which insures proper cleaning
with m!,_imum water usage. A fan is used to circulate air to the shower with
a cabin air bleed for carbon dioxidu control within the stall. The circulated
air is heated to provide a comfortable shower environment. The crewman uses
terry towels for drying after showering. The terry towels used for the study
are 16 x 24 inches and are assumed to contain one pint of water after drying
(278). This concept has been brought to the prototype stage and is scheduled
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; APPLIA._ICEFU;_CTION L.thole_ody Shower
', APPLIA_CECO!ICEPTt_O./TITLE 2/Air Dran
INDEX NO. 2.2.1.2 REF. NO. 278, 127
DESCRIPTION
The air drag conceptis the same as ConceptI with the exceptionof body drying.
Body drying is ._¢COn_nli_hpH hy h_If_H air n_ing nwr thP crPwman's body while
in the stall• The concepteliminatesthe requirementfor towelsand the asso-
ciatedwasher/dryerpenalties;however,it is a high power consumptionunit•
I
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IIABITADILITY SU_!SYSTEr-IPersonal H_'qi_-'neIIADITADILITY FU,_:CTIONBod/ Cleansin'1
APPLIANC[ FU_;CTION Whole Body Shower
APPLIANCECONCEPTNO./TITLE 3/Y,echanical
INDEXNO. 2.2.1.3 REF. NO. 278
,-
DESCRIPTI 0_I
The nmchanical shower concept is whole body showering without air recirculation
and vacuumwater retrieval systems. The water is picked up manually using
towels. The towels are washed and dried after use. Five towels per 3hower
(Ref. 278) are required ,or crewmandrying and water pickup. Each towel is
assumed to hold 1.0 pints of water. The stall and water distributicn system
are identical to Concepts I and 2. Water recovery from the towels is accom-
plished by spin drying in the washing machine. The amount of water left in
the towel after spin drying is neglected since it is equivalent to towels being
washed and then dried. This is a valid assumption because the towels are
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HABITABILITY SUSSYSTDI Perso.al II_,,_iene IIABITABILITY FUtlCTION _,edy Clean,,in(i
_ ..APPLIArlC[ FU;;CTIOrl I,Jhole Dodv Sho'.:"er
i APPLIA_CE COrlCEPTNO./TITLE _/Collapsible (Sl:ylai_)
m,
INDEX NO. 2.2.1.4 REF. NO. 279,283,297,282,255.209
t
DESCRIPTIO;I
_. The collapsible sho:,,er concept was used on Skylab. The shower stall is folded
i down for use to minimize space. The sho',,_er encldsure consists of two end ring
i. closures and a translucent Beta cloth skirt with stif,ening rings. One end
ring attaches to the floor and the otl_er to the ceiling when the shower is in
_ use. Water is delivered through a nozzle with vacuum pickup of water. The
. waste water is centrifugally separated and routed to the water waste management
system. Six pounds of water were used for this concept per shower (Ref. 282).
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APPI.IAHCEFUHCTION 2.2.2 Partial Body Washing
NUI._EROF CO;ICEPTSCC'_SIDERED 6
ASSUI.IPTIO::S
(I) Tile partial body washing is tile washing of local body areas (i.e., feet,
hands, face).
(2) Washer/dryer penalty was based on washer Concept 7, Water Spray
Agitation, and dryer Concept I, Forced IIot Air-Electric Dryer.
(3) Water used for Space Station body cleansing was assumed to be recycled
minus the water associated wii.h the suspended solids. Shuttle water used
is not recycled.
(4) Partial body washing frequency used for the study is 10 Limes per day per
manwith a use time of the wetting unit or equivalent of 2.25 minutes per
use.
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SPACECIL_FT Sl)aC(_ Sl,_t i_),i
"" IIABITABILITY SUBSYSTEH PeL'sonal HyqH_ieneHABITABILITY FU_CTION [_ody Cleansinr]
APPLIA,_IC[ FU_ICTION Partial Body 1.!ashinq
APPLIA_CE CO_ICEPTNO./TITLE I/Disposal)In Wet Winos
INDEX NO. 2.2.2.1 REF. NO. 236_ ]86
DESCRIPTI Oil
The disposable wet wipes concept is a sponge bath technique used to clean local
areas of the body. A wetting and soaping unit, with hand holes is supplied
for the function• The unit has a water supply outlet, a storage area for soap
and a fan for providing water entrainn_ent during use. A centrifugal separator
is provided upstream of the blower to collect used water. Water temperature
is controlled by mixing hot with cold water in a temperature controlled mixing
valve. The crewman first "soaps up" the wipe in the wetting unit, then uses it
to clean the required areas of the body. The wipe is wrung out and rinsed
inside the wetting unit. The rinsed damp wipe is used to wipe excess soap from
the body. A final rinse and wringing out of the wipe is accomplished and the
wipe is disposed of by depositing it into a vacuum drier to ,emove excess water.
The dried wipe is then deposited into the refuse system. The disposable wipes
are 12 inch squares of 4 ply wet strength paper, i0 of which are supplied per
crewman per day.
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'" HABITAI_ILIIY SLII;SY.STIIMPers _,nal llygiene IlABITABII.ITY FUNCTIOI_Body Cleansing
_v
APPI.IA;JCE FUIICTION Partial Body Uashingt
APPLIh.CE COI'JC[PTNO./TITLE 2/Reusable i!et Wipes
_" IND[X liO. "2.2.2.2 REF. NO. 236, 186
DESCRIPTION
#
The reusable wet wipe concept is a sponge bath technique used to clean local
areas of the body. The wetting unit described in Concept I is also required
fo_ Lhis concept. The reusable wipes, ho:vever, are wrung ovt in the wetting
unit and reused. Reusable wipes are provided on a per man basis. The wipe
is washed and dried using a washing machine and dryer. After 60 washings,
_ the wipe is discarded and replaced. The reusable wipes are I0 inches square
of 4 ply "wet strength" paper.
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HABITABILITY SUBSYSTEMPersonal Hyqiene HABITABILITY FUNCTIONBody Cleansin!]
,,APPLIA._ICE FG_CTIO,_I Partial Body Waghin!1
APPLIANCE CONCEPTNO./TITLE 3/Disposable Wipes (Skylab)
INDEX IIO. ...... 2_2:2.3 REF. NO. 250, 283
DESCRI PTI ON
The disposable wipec concept is made up of prepackaged wipes which were used
on Skylab. The wipes are contained within a pax1kage to eliminate water evap-
oration during storage. The units are used and discarded. The Skylab size
wipe wei_lht and volu,le were ratioed (6.3) to the 10 inch square wipes used in
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"" HABITABILITYSUBSYSTE:.IP(._rsonnlHygiene IIABITABILITYFU_ICTIO,_I[ odyClea,sinr]
APPLIANCEFU_ICTION PartiaI Body _,.lashir__.r7
APPLIANCECONCEPTNO./TITLE 4/Autn_Tlatic SDc_nr_e
INDEXNO. 2.2.2.4 REF. NO._; 236, ]00
DESCRIPTION
The automaticspongeconceptis a hand-heldscrubberhead connectedby coaxial
flex tubingto a water supplyvalve and an air transportsystem. Water is
fed into a spongein the scrubberhead for use in cleaningthe body. A water
pickuphousingconnectedto the vacuum linesurrnundsthe spnn_e. A water
separatoris used to collectwater from the cabin air. A pulrpunit injectsthe
water into the waterwaste manaoer_entsystem. Each crewmar,has a sponge and
is providedwith one spongeper month to fit the scrubberhead.
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INDEX_JO. 2.2.2.5 PEF. NO. 236,237,245,209
DESCRIPTI0'|
The r.eusablewashclothsconceptis the sar;:eas Concept2; hovtever,terry
washclothsare used for cleansir_gcloths. The tc"rywasr_clothsare 6 inches
square. Tilewashclothis used for _0 washingsthen is discardedand replaced.
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HABITABILITY SUBSYSTF'! Personal Hygiene IIABITABILITY FUIICTION Body Cleansing
APPLIANCE FU_iCTION Partial Body l.,fashinn
APPLIANCE CONCEPTNO./TITLE 6/Disposable Washcloths (Fkylab)
INDEX t_O. 2.2.2.6 REF. NO. 236,283
DESCRIPTI ON
The disposable washcloths concept is the system used on the Skylab vehicle.
The terrycloth washcloths are wetted by depressing a water supply valve. The
unit will provide warm water from a heated storage tank. After the cloth is
used, it is squeezed using a manual squeezer unit. The water squeezed from
the washcloth is recovered and routed to the water waste management system.
One washcloth is provided per man per day. The washcloths are disposed of by
deposit into a vacuum drier to remove excess water. The dried cloth is then
deposited into the refuse system.
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J IIAI;IIA[:]LIIY '_"_T -'" SU_,. I_,[,I 2.0 Per._,onalllygi_H_e
IIAI;IIAI_II.]IY FU;_CTIO_._. 2.2. Bod.y__Clez,n_.__iutt.........
APPLIA_CE [LI:;CIIO:I 2.2.3 Parti,_l [_ody Dr,yinc
I _p'_ • T_t" >Fr_L_._[l, OF CO;:CEPIS CO:_SIL.... D 3
ASSU;.',F_TI0:_S
(I) The wipes and to;,'els considered for partial body dryir_g provide the Ir.eans
for drying local body areas after partial body washiH.q.
(2) Washer/dryer penalty was based oI_ washer Concept 7, l.!cter Spray Agitation,
and drye_ Conce_t I, Forced Hot Air-Electric Dryer.
(3") Vacuum drying, if used, assumes the residual water in the item to be
dried is lost to space. Cabin air loss is also computed, since the
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INDEX NO. 2.2.3.1 REF. NO. 236,250
DESCRIPTIO:I
The reusabledry wipe conceptconsistsof wipes made of terrycloth. The
terrycloth wipes are 15 x 30 inches ar,d are use_ I0 tiFnespot day before
washing. The concept includes t;'_weisht and volu_:'eof the wipe'dispenser.
The towels are ;._ashed and dried after or_e day of usage and are discarded after
,, 60 washings. The co;,ceptis penalized for Lhe v,_,_.iler/dryerfunction required
to recycle the wipes. The .errycloth wipes are smaller and lighter than the
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_"_ HABITABILITY UBSYSTEMPersonal IIyqien.e HABITABILITY FUNCTIONBody Cleansinq_
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APPLIANCE FUNCTION Partial Body D.Fyin.q
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The dispcsable dry wipe concept consists of wipes made of 4 ply ""wet strength" !
paper. The paper wipes are i2 x 18 inches and are discarded after two uses. _[
The wipe usage is based on I0 times per day per man. The wipes are disposed
of by depositing into a vacuum drier to remove excess water. The dried wipe
is then deposited into the refuse system. The concept includes the weight and I
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APPLIAHCE COtICEPTNO./TITLE 3/Electric Dryer .....
INDEX NO. 2.2.3.3 REF. NO._Electric-Air Corp.
I)ESCRIPTI ON
The electric dryer concept is identical to tile terrestrial type used in
restrooms. Tileconcept incorporates a fan for blowing warm-dry air on the
local body areas requiring drying. A nozzle is provided which can be used to
direct the air stream. The concept does not require wipes for drying. A
large "button" switch is provided for ease of actuation and the unit uses a
timer to automatically turn off the unit after 40 seconds of operation• The
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APPLI/',)IC[FU:CCTIOtl 2.3.] Shaving
){
IIUI",_EROF CO_;CEPTS " r_-CO,,SID_:,LD 5
'L
ASSUHPTI O::S
(I) The shaving concepts are n',echanical, electric, and vacuum operated with
methods incorporated to retrieve cut hair particles to prevent cabin
contamination.
(2) The study assumed one shave per day per man.
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APPLIANCEFUNCTION Shavinq4N; J
APPLIANCECONCEPTNO./TITLE llWetShave-SafetyRazor and Cream
INDEXNO. 2.3.X.I REF. NO. 236,207 _
DESCRIPTION
The safetyrazor and creamwet shavingconceptconsistsof a safety razor and
cream. The safetyrazor is an injectortype and the shavingcream is contained
in aerosolcans• The Skylabcrew felt shavingcream shouldbe dispensedusing
an aerosolcan. The safetyrazor is providedwith an arm which is actuated
to removethe hair particlesand cream prior to wiping the razor• One new
blade is providedfor every threedays of usage• This conceptwas flown on
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APPLIANCEFUNCTION Shaving I
APPLIANCECONCEPTNO./TITLE 2/Dry Shave-ElectricRazor/VacuumCollection
INDEX NO. _ 2.3.1.2 REF. NO.. 236_207!
! OESCRIPTION "
The electricrazor/vacuumcollectiondry shave conceptconsistsof an electric
razorwith vacuumcollectionof the cut hair particles. The electricrazor
incorporatesa hood to aid vacuumcollection. The unit requirega vacuum for
collectionof the hair particles. The concept,therefore,is penalizedfor ,_
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HABITABILITYSUBSYSTEHPersonalHyaiene HABITABILITYFUNCTIONPersonalGroomin9
APPLIANCEFUNCTION Shavin_ ,_
APPLIANCECONCEPTNO./TITLE. 3/Dry Shave-1_indupRazor (Sky]ab) _°
INDEXNO. _,.3.1.3 REF. NO. NASA,J,SC,G.E. _i
• .i
DESCRIPTION . •
The windup razordry shave conceptconsistsof a mechan¢calwindupmotor
shaverwith a hair particlereservoir. The unitwas used on Skylab and the
weight and volumefiguresspecifiedare for the flightweight unit. 1
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INDEXNO. 2.3.I.4 R""._,i" NO. 280
DESCRIPTION
lhe ,'_cuumotor-drivenrazcr dry shdveconceptconsistsof a vLcuum driven
motorwith a hair particlereservoir.
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INDEXNO. 2.3.1.5 REF. NO.. 236_206
DESCRIPTION
The wet shavesafetyrazor/vacuumcollectionconceptconsistsof the same
razordescribedin Concept1 with the additionof"vacuumcollection. The
vacuumunit used is identicalto the Skylabpowermodule. The conceptis
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i # ° ..
I _,_' IIABITADIL1TYSUBSYS1D12.0 Personal Hygiene ,_#
ItABITA[:ILITY IUt'CTION 2.3 Personal Grooming1..... ,_
APPLIA;ICEIUIICTION 2.3.2 Hair Cutting ;_
ar,NUI',,,ER01" CO::CEPTSCO;_SIPZR[_D 2
ASSU;']I_TIONS i
_ 2I (11 the hair cuttingconceptsare mechanicaland electricallyoperatedwith
z
methodsincorporatedto retrievecut hair particlesto preventcabin
' contamination.
• _ (2) The study assumed one haircut every 14 days for Concept 1 and every
V
._ 7 days for Concept2.
, (3)flaircuttingis assumedto take 15 minutesfor ConceptI and 5 minutes
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_J HABITABILITYSUBSYSTEMPersonalHyqiene HABITABILITY'FUNCTION PersonalGroominq
APPLIANCEFUNCTION Hair Cuttinq
APPLI..NCECONCEPTNO./TITLE )/ElectricClipper/VacuumCollection
INDEX NO. 2.3.2.1 REF. NO. 236,207
.,: DESCRIPTION
The electricclipper/vacuumcollectionconceptconsistsof an electrically il
drivenclipperwith vacuumcollectionof the hair clippings. The clipperis
similarto the terrestrialbarbertype. The unit used for vacuumcollectionis
the powermoduleused on Skylab. A hood is employedover the clipperarea to
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HABITABILITY SUBSYSTEMPersonal Hygiene HABITABILITY FUNCTIONPersonal Groc,ang""
APPLIANCEFUNCTION Hair Cutting"
APPLIANCECONCEPTNO./TITLE.. 2/Razor-Comb/VacuumCol I ecti on
INDEXNO.._ 2.3.2.2 REF. NO. . 236,207
DESCRI PTI ON
•-_ The comb/vacuum collection concept consists of a razor combwith a hand-held
i vacuumpickup device. The concept requires two" men to operate which is a• disadvantage from the crew time aspect. The unit used for vacuum collection
! is the power module used on Skylab.
!,
? .
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f" I It_ _C ° o • . ., m,,s ItABITAt;II.ITY at i,ah.,l[,.l 2 0 Personal II,,qiene
.IIABITA[;ILIIY IU/;CTIOtl 2.3 Personal Grooming
APPL]A',CE FUI,'CTIO:I 2.3.3 Nail Care
N, ,,'p ru_',,a_z_OF CO?ICEPTSCOHSIDFP,ED 2
ASSU;';PTI O:IS
(1) The nail care concepts considered are manual operations using bag and
' vacuum collection of nail clippings.
• (2) lhe study assumed nail cutting once every 14 days•
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HABIIABILITY SUBSYSIEr.IPersonal Hy.qiene IIABITABILITY FUNCTIONPersonal Groominq
APPLIANCE FUNCTION Nail Care
APPLIANCE CONCEPTNO./TITLE I/Manual Nail Clinper/Ban Collection
INDEX NO. 2.3.3.] REF. riO. 2361207
DESCRIPTION
.The manual nail clipper/bag collection concept consists of a terrestrial type
nail clipper enclosed by a bag to contain nail clippings. The bag incorporates
a finger cuff and ring to form a seal around the finger during nail cutting.
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SPACECRAFT Space S_atioq _
'_'_ HABITABILITY SUBSYSTEMPersonal Hyqiene HABITABILITY FUNCTlON_Porsonal,Groominn _
APPLIANCEFUNCTION Nail Care
APPLIANCECONCEPTNO./TITLE 2/Metal Nail File/Vacuum Collection
INDEXNO. 2.3.3.2 REF. NO. 236,207
DESCRIPTION
The metal nail file/vacuum collection concept consists of a nail file with
vacuumcollectionof nail filings. The file has a hood aroundthe file ;o
improve the vacuum collection efficiency. The concept is penalized for a
vacuumunit based on opera%ingtime. The vacuumunit used is identicalto
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• - IIAIIIIAI;ILIIY SUI;SYSIU.I 2.0 Personal Hyqiene
IIAI_ITAGILITY FUI_CTIO_ 2.3 Personal Grooming
APPLIA_CE FdXCTIO:I 2.3.4 Teethbrushing
NUI.I_EROF CC)_:CFPTSCO_:S]D_RED 3
ASSUI.IPTIO_S
(I) Tiledental concepts are manual and electric. Manual brushing and water
flushing are tileconcepts considered by the study.
(2) Tilestudy assumed four brushings per day per man.
(3) Teethbrushing is assulr:edto take 5 minutes per brushing.
(4) Dental floss is provided for each concept for cleaning the crevices of
the teeth. Each crewman is supplied a number of 50-foot rolls of dental
floss as determined by mission length. The usage is based on approximately
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HABITABILITY SUBSYSTEI.IPersonalHyqiene HABITABILITY FUNCTIONPersonal Grooming
APPLIANCEFUNCTION Teeth Brushinq
: APPLIANCECONCEPTNO./TITLE ]/.T.oothbrush with Dentifrice
INDEXNO. 2.3.4.1 REF. NO. 236
DESCRIPTION
The toothbrush with dentifrice concept consists of a terrestriai type toothbrush
with dentifrice. The dentifrice is digestible to be nonhazardous if accidentally
swall(_.ved and is dispensed by a roll-up tube. Mouthwash is also provided in
a soft plastic "squeeze bottle." One squeeze bottle per each crewman is pro-
vide8 for hygiene reasons• The mouthwash is used to mix with the dentifrice
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j SPACECRAFT Space Station
"" I_BITABILITY SUBSYSTEMPersonal Hyqiene HABITABILITY FUNCTIONPersonal Grooming
i APPLIANCEFUNCTION Teeth Brushinq
: APPLIANCECONCEPTNO./TITLE 2/WaterPix
o INDEX NO. 2.3.4.2 REF. NO. 236,207
DESCRIPTION
The water pix conceptis the same as the terrestrialtype. One'unitis
provideJwith individualtips for each crewman. The unit is plumbedwith
water and wired eiectricallyfor power. The water pix createsa high velocity
spraywhich is directedat the tooth crevicesto loosendebris. The water is
collectedin the mouth and expectoratedinto a sink or fecal collector. The
water is assumedto be recoverableby the studywith the exceptionof the water
lossdue to suspendedsolids.
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INDEXNO. 2.3.4.3 REF. NO. 236,207
DESCRIPTION
The electrictoothbrushwith dentifriceconcept,;onsistsof a motor-driven
t_othbru_hwith individualbrushesfor each cre_vman.The same dentifrice
and mouthwashused for ConceptI are utilizedFor this concept. The vibratory
actionof the toothbrushhas the advantaqeof massagingthe gums as well as
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